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Jhumpa Lahiri’s novel The Namesake, deals with motherliness to comprehend 
intercontinental identicalness for the postcolonial female issue in exodus. The fictional 
work, Namesake details the cultural and national liquidness which is offered by this 
status, the immigrant mother, the central figure in the text, who preserves the Indian 
erudition and gentility. It connects her to her homeland. Instead, she is benefitted from 
the prerogative offered by American citizenship which ensures her successful future for 
her American-born progeny. The present research paper has been so prepared that the 
complete plight of an immigrant women from the developing nations from different 
perspectives may be fully understood. It will not only relate to their particular national 
histories but also their demeanour in which they may justify these histories. 
 
Jhumpa Lahiri’s debut novel The Namesake (2003) is a story of a Bengali couple who 
leaves their native country and settles in America. Spanning over a period of thirty two 
years, the novel describes the diasporic experience of two generations of Indians who 
progress remarkably in terms of material value but lose many other values. The plot of 
the novel records a number of sojourns from India to America and vice versa to unfold 
various happenings that create and destroy numerous faiths humans often carry as a part 
of their individual and societal needs and expectations. The various characters namely, 
Ashoke, Ashima, Gogol and Sonia come into contact with many other characters and 
incidents, which prompt them to explore new knowledge and create in them a global 
outlook. 
 
 Ashima, the wife of Ashoke and mother of Gogol and Sonia is every inch an 
Indian woman stuck in her native culture and tradition. She faces the cultural clash 
because of her resistance to change. She feels alienated because she is unable to adjust 
herself to the changed environment. Even in a country where no one except her husband 
could understand her problems, she clings to the traditional customs which do not allow 
wives to call their husbands by their names. It appears quite ironical that the man she 
lives with and whose children she is going to beget, cannot be called by his name.  

 Ashima develops a sort of hatred for all that is hostile to her Indian 
anchorage. She is reminded of Indian women going home to their parents ‘to give birth 
away from husbands and in-laws and household cares, retreating briefly to childhood 
when the baby arrives’.The hospital in Cambridge, despite all modern amenities, seems 
to her a confinement and even the prospect of motherhood does not gladden her. She is 
aggrieved so much that her labour pain seems somehow lesser than motherhood in a 
foreign land.’ Lahiri writes: “That it was happening so far from home, unmonitored and 
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unobserved by those she loved, had made it more miraculous still. But she is terrified to 
raise a child in a country where she is related to no one, where she knows so little, where 
life seems so tentative and spare.”(6). Here it is pertinent to mention Sue Brennan's in her 
article, “Time, Space, and National Belonging to The Namesake: Redrawing South Asian 
American Citizenship in the Shadow of 9/11”, wherein the critic comments that America 
being the world superpower in almost all spheres of life, provides the people living in 
America, “ with a conducive multi-cultural atmosphere and platform where they, 
belonging to disciplinary regimes, aim at producing responsible, healthy and self reliant 
citizen”.( pg 7) 

Birth of Gogol has also been described as a ‘cultural shock’ by Himadri Lahiri in 
her article,“Individual-Family Interface in Jhumpa Lahiri’s The Namesake”: “Her 
(Ashima) pregnancy in the new space is important for more than one reason. It signals the 
entry of a member of the second generation who will represent a hybrid generation" (pg 
3). "The hospital space becomes the first evident site of resistance to the family and 
community practice followed by the Bengalis”(2). 
 Ashima feels empty and dull most of the time. After the childbirth, she considers 
even Indian acquaintances as substitutes of her own people. She rather faces the cultural 
shock and feels deprived and dejected. Lahiri mentions Ashima’s alienation in the 
following lines: “Without a single grandparent or parent or uncle or Aunt at her side, the 
baby’s birth like most everything else in America, feels somehow haphazard, only half 
true. As she strokes and suckles and studies her son, she can’t help but pity him. She has 
never known of a person entering the world so alone, so deprived.” (24-25)  
 Ashima is so much obsessed with the native influence that even a little discomfort 
makes her cry. She seems to lack the fighting spirit which Ashoke has, but the 
contingency of the situation prompts her to move out for rice. She feels proud to discover 
a routine for herself. She is flanked by Americans’ smile on showing their appreciation 
for the child in the pram. Though Ashima doesn’t return their candid gestures yet she 
realizes for the first time that it’s not the foreign country but her own isolation and closed 
nature that troubles her. Ashima’s alienation thins as Gogol grows in months and years. 
She finds little relieved on Gogols’s annaprasan ceremony in the ambience of Bengali 
couples discussing issues having a native flavour. But all these do not compensate the 
love and care of her family members’ whom she keeps reminiscing. Lahiri makes a close 
observation of Ashima’s helplessness saying; “She cannot help wishing her own brother 
were here to feed him, her own parents to bless him with their hands on his head. And 
then the grand finale, the moment they have all been waiting for.” (40) 
 Ashima’s real problem is her loneliness and she feels upset at Ashoke’s shifting to 
university –subsidized apartment. She grows more fussy over Ashoke’s refusal to a 
position at the North-eastern, which could have enabled them to stay in the city. 
Ashima’s retreat to past often intimidates her present. She loves to accompany Gogol to 
school but as he grows, Ashima again clings to the loss of his past time habit of holding 
on to her. Ashima always wants to recline to something, to live a life protected and 
impregnated with the core of belonging. Though good at English, she prefers reading 
Bengali books or writing letters to her mother than reading English books and journals in 
public library. She also emphasizes on Gogol’s memorizing children’s poems by Tagore 
and names of deities adoring goddess Durga. This amply hints at her closed and nostalgic 
nature as well as her challenges of being a mother in alien land.  
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 Ashima loves both her children very much but she reacts when she feels her own 
cultural beliefs hurt.She disapproves of Gogol’s visit to cemeteries and rubbings brought 
by him. She grows superstitious and considers it a bad omen. The novelist records 
Ashima’s helplessness in the following lines: “Never before has she rejected a piece of 
her son’s art. The guilt she feels in Gogol’s deflated expression is leavened by common 
sense. How can she be expected to cook dinner for her family with the names of dead 
people on the walls?” (71) 
 Ashoke is certainly a practical person and though he is not averse to his Indian 
roots and connections, he tries his best to adjust himself with changing times and place. 
Though Ashima feels uneasy at times, she yields to Ashoke’s insistence. The novelist 
shows the couple’s admiration for celebrating the birth of Christ as their children Gogol 
and Sonia love to do so. It is the result of Ashoke’s persuasion that Ashima sometimes 
makes American dinner and also cooks for Gogol sandwiches with bologna or roast beef. 
Ashoke knows well that their children might be the victims of not only their rigidity but 
also the problems of those children who oscillate between the rigours of two cultures and 
stifle because of their identities at stake. Ashoke tries his best to counterbalance these 
conflicts of children, keeping himself on the margin to allow the progeny more space. 
The novelist writes: “Though he is now a tenured full professor, he stops wearing jackets 
and ties to the university. Given that there is a clock everywhere he turns, at the side of 
his bed, over the stove where he prepares tea, in the car he drives to work, on the wall 
opposite his desk, he stops wearing a wrist watch, resigning his Favre Leuba to the depths 
of his sock drawer.In the super market they let Gogol fill the cart with items that he and 
Sonia, but not they consume: individually wrapped slices of cheese, mayonnaise, tuna 
fish, hot dogs .For Gogol’s lunches they stand at the Deli to buy cold cuts, and in the 
morning Ashima makes sandwiches with bologna or roast beef”.(65) 

Ashima comes to know, after the specific period, that her husband has paid debt 
to nature on account of heart disease. This sudden and big blow of the demise of her 
husband, she has to think about a number of things like library cards and magazines. This 
face of situation disappear with the passage of time and she starts feeling rather colder in 
her house and after a gap she resumes her job in the Kitchen. In order to observe Hindu 
mythology a lighted lamp is needed as a matter of rites and rituals to mourn the departed 
soul and this is what Ashima respects. Gogol reaches Cleveland to find out the corpse and 
cleanse the entire periphery of their residence but Ashima is of some other view that 
wants Gogol to avoid bringing home any of the article or belonging of her deceased 
husband by saying, “it’s not our way”(175). A large number of relatives/ friends who are 
Bengalis, took part in the mourning ritual. Sonia also reaches home. The very identity of 
her being married ceased and is removed by way of  erasing red colour powder (It is 
called Sindoor in India) from her hair on her head. She puts on those clothes of white 
colour which a widow is supposed to do after her husband’s death. For a couple of days, 
she suspends the cooking of the usual food which is cooked in the house in a normal 
course of time. Gogol and Sonia too join this ritual and consume the same food. As a 
matter of routine after the gap of a specific period, relatives and friends collectively end 
the mourning ritual and restore normal situation and atmosphere of the house. 

Ashima perceives all usual traditional Indian lamenting the departed soul, but she 
is not a customary Indian widow and here lies the difference. It is seen that she is all 
powerful lady with difference and decides to leave any permanent residence and goes in 
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favour of travelling between her homeland and the second land and thus countering the 
parable of redeeming homecoming. She ultimately disposed of her house to an American 
family, the Walkers. She has now planned her time by living for six months in India and 
six months in America. These things take place between her and Ashoke for their 
retirement. She is going to own a room of her own in her brother’s spacious flat, the first 
room ever for her absolute use, but not a home: “True to the meaning of her name, she 
will be without borders, without a home of her own, a resident everywhere”(276). She 
will continue to make her journey all alone, but this move does not pose any sort of 
threat, as she learns how to face the situation herself. It is obvious she is not the same 
Ashima who had once left Calcutta. All relevant documents (American passport, 
Massachusetts driving license, social security card) indicate her official possession, but 
they do not reveal the entire changing proceedings that have taken place. It is visible to 
all that nothing deters her way from becoming self made woman who very easily 
manages to bring her children up in a very balanced way between India and America. She 
possesses all those managerial qualities of head and heart which help her gain and acquire 
all unavailable things to women in her traditionalist home country. 

Ashima becomes cautious for a long period of the fact that she has missed her life 
and family in India, but from now on she may not be able to see the house, her library 
job, and the women she has bonded amid.  With the passage of time, she has succeeded in 
acquiring financial independence and many more things of importance. It is needless to 
say that she is going to miss driving, going to movies with Sonia. She has been able to 
establish a perfect equilibrium between the restoration of Bengali components and 
homogenization of new cultural elements, which she does so on her own capabilities. 
Despite the fact that she is virtually homeless, she has started finding new start of leading 
her life, now starts living according to the meaning of her name “she who is limitless, 
without borders”, as an intercontinental citizen who is without home, she has come to be 
known as a connecting figure between India and America. Her mobility has increased 
throughout the novel until space and real borders have come to an end. She is now all too 
aware that Calcutta, “the city that was once home and is now in its way foreign”(278), is 
not living land anymore. And that after missing her relatives and her life in India for 
thirty-three years, from now on she is going to overlook throwing parties for Bengalis in 
the Boston area. Thus, the way Ashima evolves as a woman and mother in the course of 
the narrative evidences that she takes all the challenges of being a mother on a foreign 
land without letting her native identity compromised. Moreover, she never wants her 
children to go through the dilemma of hybrid identity which she herself does. But as a 
truely committed mother she wants her children to be acquianted with the cultural 
practices of their nationality and ethnic group while they endeavour to assimilate 
themselves in American culture and come to terms with their identity as the children of 
diaspora of Indian origin.  

Apart from the concern of motherliness, at the outset, the relationships and 
marriage is the matter of utmost attention and importance. The Gangulis are not in favour 
of Indo-American marital relationships. They are against the marriage of Gogol with an 
American girl, now after the separation from Moushmi. She is moreover, proud of her 
children who do not prefer it their duty to live disappointing and unhappy marriage as the 
Bengalis of Ashoke and Ashima’s generation have suffered. Representatives of the 
second generation “are not willing to accept, to adjust, and to settle for something less 
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than their ideal of happiness. That pressure has given way, in the case of the subsequent 
generation, to American common sense”(276). 

It has been seen that Ashima realizes that it is a state of false assumption where 
the unbreakable bond between individuals of the same country develops.She develops 
and goes in favour of more flowing arrangement of ethnic bonding. Gogol and 
Moushumi’s separation is an example of strong prudence, progress from more 
compulsive and irresistible Eastern convention to Western liberation and uniqueness. 
That is why Ashima does not disfavour Sonia’s decision to marry an American because 
she knows Ben (who is half- Jewish and half-Chinese) has brought happiness to her 
daughter, in a way Moushumi (despite her Indian descent) has never done to her son. Ben 
proposes to meet Sonia halfway and wants to be tied up into their culture. Their nuptial 
tie is celebrated in Calcutta (a city Sonia hated as a little girl), in January on the same day 
when Ashima and her husband tied up in the marital relationship nearly thirty-four years 
before. In the end, Ashima is found completely free and has evolved in many aspects. She 
finds contentment in her life by remaining in constant touch with children, relatives and 
friends rather than seeking happiness connected with a place. Thus the entire novel is the 
chronicle of Ashima's endeavours to meet the challenges of motherhood and appropriate 
her identity as a woman who can finally enjoy the marriage of two contrary cultures in 
her persona without suffering from any sense of loss. 
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